
SAINT JOHN’S ACADEMY,  ALLAHABAD
CLASS V – SUMMER RECAPITULATION SHEET – 2016-17

MATHEMATICS -  [TO BE DONE ON THE SEPARATE SHEET] 
Do as directed:
1) Write the expanded form of 41, 65, 092

2) Write the number names of the following :    a) 18,07,10,901       b) 180,710,901

3) Write the smallest and the greatest eight digit number.

4) Write the following in Roman numerals
    a) 65 b) 219     c)  126 d) 56 e) 194 f) 275

5) Multiply and write the number sentence of :     27186 X 88

6) The sum of two number is 36,24,898. If one number is 9,18,558. Find the other number.

7) Find the H.C.F by long division method of 847 and 1650

8) Rita ate 1
1
4 pizzas and John ate 1

2
3 pizzas. How much more pizza did John eat than 

Rita  ?

9) Find the L.C.M by prime factorisation method.:  96, 108, 180
*-*- END -*-*

ENGLISH LANGUAGE- -  [TO BE DONE ON A SEPARATE SHEET]

1) What is a sentence? Write its definition and its kinds with two examples each.

2) Add suitable Subjects and Predicates to each of the following as required.: 
a) My classmates __________ .
b) The rose ___________ .
c) _________ cooks food for me.
d) __________ is my favourite actor.

3) Find the Nouns from the sentences given below and write their kinds also:
a) Rakesh is playing cricket.
b) I have many books in my bag.
c) A pack of wolves attacked the deer.
d) Gold is a precious metal.
e) We should always speak the truth.

4) Write down the possessive forms of the following:
a) the name of the girl b) the house of Deepak –
c) the purses of the women d) the toys of the children –

5) Write an essay of about 200 words on the topic “The value of discipline in my life”

*-*- END -*-*



ENGLISH LITERATURE -  [TO BE DONE ON A SEPARATE SHEET]

1) Give the meaning of the following words:
a) tribe b) adopted c) antics    d) apprehensive      e) mettle

2) Write the following words or phrases in sentences of your own:
a. Something was amiss
b. Mark my path
c. Keeping a sombre face
d. Reaps a rich harvest
e. Chattering

3) Describe an incident in the story “Mowgli in Trouble” which shows us that Mowgli was 
extremely loved by Bagheera, Baloo and all others in the jungle.

4) Do you consider Tenali Raman as an intelligent and a witty man ? Give reasons in support 
of your answer.

5) Why was Babur not angry with Tenali when he realised that he had been fooled ?

*-*- END -*-*

SCIENCE -  [TO BE DONE ON A SEPARATE SHEET]

Q.1) What are the five essential stages for cultivation of crops ? Explain them.

Q.2) Observe your mother in the kitchen for at least a week and write about any five 
dishes which she has cooked using the different methods of cooking.

Q.3) Write about five different kinds of clothes and stick their specimens enclosed in a 
small transparent bag.  (To be done on a file paper)

*-*- END -*-*

GEOGRAPHY -   [TO BE DONE ON A SEPARATE SHEET]
1) Mark the following on a world map:
a) India b) South America c) Europe
d) Atlantic Ocean e) Greenland f) Indian Ocean

2) Draw a neat diagram showing the summer and winter solstice and equinoxes.

3) Define the terms :  a) Grid b) Equinox    c) Explorer d) Solstice
4) Study a globe and answer the following questions:
Q.1) Between what latitudes and longitudes does India lie ?
Q.2) Name any two places in the Southern Hemisphere.

5) In which direction does the earth rotate ?

6) Write any two characteristics of longitude.

*-*- END -*-*



HISTORY -  [TO BE DONE ON A SEPARATE SHEET]
1) Define the following terms:

A) Communication b) Internet c) Mould d) Decipher

2) Fill in the blanks :
a) Louis Braille invented a code for blind people to read in __________.
b) __________ is the key to progress and advancement.
c) __________ communication is by telephone and mobile.
d) Internet started for __________.
e) SMS and MMS send pictures and ___________.

3) Who were the first to : 
a) introduce the system of writing b) use alphabetical system
c) use paper d) use finger counting
e) use the concept of zero

4) Answer the following questions: 
Q.1) Why is T.V so popular ?
Q.2) How are newspapers and magazines useful ?
Q.3) Where was the first newspaper printed ? In which year was it printed ?

5) Match the following:
1. Braillewrite a. French students
2. Louise Braille b. 6 Key machine
3. Johannes Gutenberg c. Braille Script 
4. Television d. Researchers
5. Internet e. Mass Communication

*-*- END -*-*
COMPUTER SCIENCE -  [TO BE DONE ON A SEPARATE SHEET]

1) Write the full form of :    a) ENIAC              b) DBMS             c) EDVAC

2) Differentiate between :
 a) Graphics software and Multimedia software
 b) Anti virus utility and Backup

3) Write any two examples of each :
  a) Comprehension              b) Desktop Publishing Software           c) Mainframe Computer

4) Write any four functions of the operating system.

5) Complete the table :
Invention Inventor Year
UNIVAC -1 _________ ________
_________ ________ 1950
_________ HOWARD AIKIN ________
_________ ________  1642

6) Draw and colour the Abacus.
*-*- END -*-*


